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Dues balloon, AMC mulls recovery ways
EXPRESS NEWS SERVICE
AHMEDABAD, FEBRUARY 14
THE AHMEDABAD Municipal
Corporation (AMC) general board
meets on Thursday to discuss the
Budget for 2018-19. During the
meeting, the board will also look
at ways ofrecovering Rs 200 crore
property tax in less than two
months. According to an estimate,
there are as many as 8,000 tax defaulters who owe AMC an accumulated amount ofRs 2,000 crore

over the years, but the AMC has
not made much progress in its recovery. The total recovery target
for 2017-18 was to collect an estimated Rs 800 crore property tax
by March 31, 2018. Out ofthis, only
Rs 600 crore has been recovered
so far. “Incidentally, tax dues of
Central government have been
pending for years and the outstanding dues in the AMC account
books is in crores but according to
a Supreme Court ruling, the AMC
cannot take recovery action
against the Centre as defaulter but
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can only request it to make payment,” said a senior officer .
He said that the property tax
dues of the Central government
in the city may not be recovered
ultimately but keep on accumulating. Elsewhere, the number of
tax defaulters, like closed mills
and other big companies, run
into thousands who keep on defaulting on payment of tax dues.
This is because they have been
put under the hammer and the
dues are no more on the top priority list of statutory dues, said

the official. AMC Mayor Gautam
Shah said there was no reason
for the AMC to worry about the
recovery of tax dues. “A major
part of tax recovery is generally
achieved in the last quarter of the
year. We hope that most of it will
be covered. Besides, we will intensify the recovery drive in the
final days of the year. I am going
to have a meeting with officials
to get a clear picture on this and
discuss ways to strengthen and
improve the recovery procedures,” he said.

Act against fake CAs in Surat: ICAI to police
Surat: The Surat office of Institute
ofChartered Accountants ofIndia
(ICAI) has asked the police commissioner to take strict legal actions against fake chartered accountants practising in the region.
Sources said that a survey
carried out by the ICAI in the
Surat region found that at least
50 persons who are not eligible
or do not have CA degree are
practising as chartered account-

ants in firms.
“Over 50 such fake CAs have
been identified and a list has
been sent to the head office of
ICAI in New Delhi to take further
steps. The ICAI has slapped notices to them, warning them to
not continue their practice using
the name of CA, but they were
found to be continuing their
practices,” said the source.
The ICAI gives CA degree to

students who have cleared CPT,
IPCC, and CA finals.
In the survey, the Surat ICAI
found that those who are practising as CA are those who had
cleared CPT and IPCC, but they
were using the name of CA and
were carrying out their practices.
Even in some cases, some of
them were using their fathers’
CA firms and were practising it
independently. ENS

